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THE NEED FOR KEPPING HOPE REFLECTED IN MITCH ALBOM’S THE 

FIRST PHONE CALL FROM HEAVEN (2013): SOCIOLOGICAL 

APPROACH  

 

ABSTRAK 

Penelitian ini membahas tentang harapan di dalam novel karya Mitch Albom 

yang berjudul The First Phone Call From Heaven 2013 yang dengan menggunakan 

pendekatan Sosiologi. Tujuan dari studi ini adalah mengidentifikasi harapan di dalam 

diri seseorang. Dimana orang yang mempunyai harapan selalu menunjukan sifat 

optimis. Peneliti menggunakan penelitian kualitatif untuk mengidentifikasi harapan 

dalam diri tokoh - tokoh. Data perimer dan data sekunder merupakan 2 tipe data 

dalam penelitian ini. Data perimer dari peneliti adalah novel The First Phone Call 

From Heaven oleh Mitch Albom dan novel terjemahan dalam bahasa indonesia 

Telepon Pertama Dari Surga oleh Julanda Tantani. Dan data sekunder peneliti ini 

diambil dari buku sastra, skripsi, tesis, disertasi, jurnal international, internet dan data 

lain yang dapat mendukung penelitian ini. Langkah – langkah mengumpulkan data 

sebagai berikut; membaca novel, mencari data informasi di internet, 

mengidentifikasi, mencatat hal yang penting, menyususn dan membuat kesimpulan 

dan saran.  

Hasil penelitian menunjukan tokoh – tokoh dalam novel menunjukan ciri – 

ciri dari sifat optimis antara lain, menerima masa lalu, bersyukur, pendengar yang 

baik, memaafkan, menerapkan hidup sehat, berfikiran positif, berbagi pengalaman, 

tersenyum, berhenti menyalahkan dan ikhlas. Hasil penelitian lainnya berhubungan 

dengan sosiologi pengarang yang menginspirasi pengarang untuk menulis novel 

dengan menggunakan harapan sebagai refleksi selama pengarang merawat ibunya 

yang sakit terkena stroke. Dapat disimpulkan bahwa dibutuhkan untuk menjaga 

harapan, dalam penelitian ini dapat diketahui dari karakter tokoh percaya dengan 

adanya telepon, surga dan tuhan.  

 

Kata Kunci: Harapan, Optimis, Ciri – ciri Optimis, Telepon, Percaya, Surga, Tuhan 

dan pendekatan Sosiologi.          

 

ABSTRACT 

This research was to analysis the need for keeping hope in the novel of Mitch 

Albom’s The First Phone Call From Heaven 2013 by using sociological approach. 

This objectives of the study is to identification the hope in the people. When the 

people always have a hope, he show characteristic optimism. Here the researcher 

used qualitative research to indentify hope in the characters. Primary data and 

secondary data are two type of data in this study. The primary data from the 

researcher is The First Phone Call From Heaven by Mitch Albom novels and 
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translation novels in Indonesian language Telepon Pertama Dari Surga by Julanda 

Tantani. And the secondary data the researchers was taken from the literature, 

research, thesis, dissertation, international journal, internet and any other source with 

can support this study. The technique of collecting data as follows: reading novel, 

Browsing to the internet, identifying, Taking important and Drawing conclusion and 

suggestion.  

The result shows the characters in the novel to showing characteristic of 

optimism such as, accepting past event, being grateful, being good listener, 

forgiving, healthy lifestyle, positive thinking, sharing experience, smiling, stop 

blaming, willing. The other result related sociology of literature that shows literary as 

manifestation situation of the author that influences the author of novel to write this 

used the need for keeping hope as reflection the author during his mother tending 

sick was suffering a stroke. We can conclude that required maintaining hope, in this 

research it can be seen from character figure in the phone, heaven and the god. 

 

Key word: Hope, Optimism, Characteristic of Optimism, Phone, Believe, Heaven, 

God and  sociological approach.          

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Hope is a form of the basis of confidence or trust from the each man. Everyone has 

expectations different in his life. Hope appears or occurs when someone had an intricate 

or trouble. Usually to make the hope come true they are praying and trying. By the hope, 

the people can life will be better and more obrdient to goddes. According to Stotland, 

who have hoped show his optimistic, active. On the contrary, who do not have hope 

shows that the state of her passive apathetic (Shaw and Costanzo, 1984, et.al Walgito, 

2005, p.226). The releas feeling is described by author in his novel.  

 

Hope in psychology of science is the third dimension of feeling. There are three 

dimensions feeling that is owned by someone. First dimension is a feeling of delight or 

not happy for someone. Second dimension is excited feeling and innert feeling. Excited 

feeling is feeling experienced by a person by act or clear attitude, for example moved 

when receiving surprise birthday. On the contrary, even if someone experienced a feeling 

of happy that moved when receiving surprise birthday stay calm course, without any 

behavior or what show, this is then meant innert feeling. A third dimension expectancy 

feeling and release feeling. A feeling can experienced by individual as something yet 

known, stuff that is not been in hope, the meaning of feeling expected. Meanwhile the 
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feeling that can experienced by individuals because it has become clear, that is the 

definition of release feeling. According to Wundt (Woodworth and Marquis, 1957, et.al. 

Walgito,2005:p.224). The bease on the issue above it has releation with the story in the 

Albom’s novel. The story begin from Coldwater, Michigan.   

 

Related to the novel, it tells about The First Phone Call From Heaven. The morning 

in Coldwater, Michigan, telephone’s began ringing the caller said they call from heaven. 

When the news is widespread, many people start kind of coming into the Coldwater to be 

a proved. At the same time, Sully Harding’s, the pilot who have lost his good name, new 

free from prison and back to the city place that is undergoing fever sign. Even his 

childhood with mobile phones toy hope call for his mother from heaven. When 

telephone’s it became more frequent, and proof of life in the afterlife began to lift, the 

city and the world is beginning to change. Only sully who do not believe. He is nothing 

again after world of grief here. He is determined to prove it, for his son and it self. 

 

Before the reseacher writes this research, there were two previous studies. First 

study conducted by Miss. Robeeah Duereh (2015) entitled “A Translation Analysis Of 

English Modal Verbs In The First Phone Call From Heaven Novel Into Telepon   

Pertama Dari Surga By Julanda Tantani”. Second study conducted by Masolaeh Yalo 

(2015) entitled “Translation Analysis Of Compound Sentence  In Mitch Albom’s Novel : 

The First Phone Call From Heaven Into Telepon Pertama Dari Surga By Julanda 

Tantani”. Considering the previous studies above, the researcher wants to analysis The 

First Phone Call From Heaven novel. They are having same the research, that is about 

“A Translation Analysis Of English Modal Verbs” and “Translation Analysis Of 

Compound Sentence” in novel The First Phone Call From Heaven into Telephone 

Pertama Dari Surga by Julanda Tantani.” They are using different theory to make the 

research and they are doing research focused in linguistic studies.  

 

Based on the previouse study above, the researcher in this study conducted a study 

entitled “The Need For Keeping Hope Reflected In Mitch Albom’s The First Phone Call 

From Heaven (2013): Sociological Approach”. The researcher used sociological 

approach. There are three major principles in sociology of literature namely as Sociology 

of the author, the content of literary work and the impact of literary on the community 

(Wellek and Warren, 1993:111-112). The researcher use sociological approach, because 
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this literary work also as a reflection of social situation of the author that related to their 

background that influence. Related the issue, this study intended to formulate research 

questions as follows; What is the characteristic for keeping hope that are depicted in the 

novels? How is the need for keeping hope that are described in the novel? And why does 

the author address keeping hope in his novels? 

  

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

Type of this research is descriptive qualitative research. The object of this research is 

divided two namely material object and formal object. The material object of the study is 

the novel Mitch Albom’s Novel The First Phone Call From Heaven (2013), published by 

the writer’s HarperCollins. Number of the pages of this novel is 311 pages. Genre of the 

novel is religion fiction. The formal object of the study is the issue of the need for 

keeping hope that depicted in the novel. Type data of consists of primary data and 

secondary data. The source of primary data is Mitch Albom Novel The First Phone Call 

from Heaven (2013) and translation Novel The First Phone Call from Heaven in 

Indonesian language that is “Telepon Pertama dari Surga” by Julanda Tantani. The 

sources of secondary data are taken from other sources related the study, such as research 

paper, thesis, disertation, article, journal, blog, Internet and any other source with can 

support this study. The researcherused some steps to collect the data as follows; reading 

novel The First Call Phone From Heaven by Mitch Albom, browsing to the internet to 

get several information and article, identifying the problem and finding the data, taking 

important notes of important data, drawing conclusion and suggest and reading author 

biography. The techniques of data analysis used descriptive method and sociological 

approach to analyses the issue.  

3. FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

 

3.1 The Need For Keeping Hope  

3.1.1 Optimism  

3.1.1.1 Accepting Past Event  

In this event that is indicate accepting past event. Such as the character Dorren, when the 

event she is to showing characteristic of optimism in the dialogue and naration The First 

Phone Call From Heaven novel. It can be seen in the sentence, Dorren looked at the photo in 

Jack’s office. “Dorren looked again at the photo. Despite the tears forming, she gasped a 
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laugh.” She is recalled the memories of her past with former  husband (Jack Seller) and her 

son (Robbie) that time. For keeping hope in her life, Dorren always remember the beautiful 

moment with Jack Seller and Robbie her son. Where they are alive and become of happy 

families in Coldwater. 

 

3.1.1.1 Being Grateful 

In this event that is indicate being grateful. Such as the character Father Carrol, when the 

event he is to showing characteristic of optimism in the dialogue and naration The First 

Phone Call From Heaven novel. It can be seen in the sentence, “First, let us pray,” he is  

invites the people to pray to god. With the optimism he believes that god will give power to 

people who do praying. “May the good Lord bring us strength this evening. With pray to 

God, Father Carrol help the member of church for keep their hope. 

 

3.1.1.1 Being God Listener 

In this event that is indicate being good listener. Such as the character Father Carrol, when 

the event he is to showing characteristic of optimism in the dialogue and naration The First 

Phone Call From Heaven novel. It can be seen in the sentence, “I know, but, you miss her”. 

Katherine tells to Pastor Warren about her sister, Diane. where her sister, Diane had been 

died call from heaven. Whacth the circumstances Pastor Warren sympathy and soothed for 

Katherine Yellin. Where he is to try her keeping hope, is there any phone call from heaven. 

He helps to keep inside the Katherine’s hope. 

 

3.1.1.1 Forgiving 

In this event that is indicate forgiving. Such as the character Father Carrol, when the event he 

is to showing characteristic of optimism in the dialogue and naration The First Phone Call 

From Heaven novel. It can be seen in the sentence, “I understand, Mrs. Pulte.” In the 

dialogue Pastor Warren forgiving his secretary, Mrs. Pulte. Where Pastor Warren receive his 

secretary judgment with sincere. He is trying to keep hopes in himself and Mrs. Pulte not too 

extinguished. Pastor Warren also did not want to make his secretary feel guilty. In addition, 

he still was trying to calm the condition his secretary, which is now less than good.  

 

3.1.1.1 Healthy Lifestyle 

In this event that is indicate healthy lifestyle. Such as the character Katherine Yellin, when 

the event she is to showing characteristic of optimism in the dialogue and naration The First 
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Phone Call From Heaven novel. It can be seen in the sentence, “Is the most important meal of 

the day.” She made a breakfast for herself and Ammy. Katherine told to Ammy that breakfast 

is really important. And the other people said that breakfast is the best meal to start the daily 

activity. To keep her health, Katherine was apply the healthy life style.  

 

3.1.1.1 Positive Thinking 

In this event that is indicate healthy lifestyle. Such as the character Katherine Yellin, when 

the event she is to showing characteristic of optimism in the dialogue and naration The First 

Phone Call From Heaven novel. It can be seen in the sentence,  Oh, yes, I am sure it is her. 

She tells me she is happy in heaven. She’s waiting for me.” Katherine very sure if it was that 

called her sister Diane. And she is sure if her sister wait while in heaven. In the her 

interviewed with Ammy Pen, Katherine Yellin always positive thinking about that thing. 

 

3.1.1.1 Sharing Experience 

In this event that is indicate healthy lifestyle. Such as the character Katherine Yellin, when 

the event she is to showing characteristic of optimism in the dialogue and naration The First 

Phone Call From Heaven novel. It can be seen in the sentence, “She says everyone you lose 

here, you find again there. Our family is altogether.” Katherine Yellin’s sharing information 

or experience to the media. Where in gave an interview with Ammy Pen in the 9 Chanel 

Alpena. Katherine is one of the chosen who could talk to her sister, Diane. Where her sister 

who had died in years ago. In good moment, Katherine Yellin sharing experience about her 

sister Diane, phone calls, and heaven. 

 

3.1.1.1 Smiling 

In this event that is indicate smiling. Such as the character Ben, when the event she is to 

showing characteristic of optimism in the dialogue and naration The First Phone Call From 

Heaven novel. It can be seen in the sentence, Then he smiled. He is smiling after his listen to 

the word Katherine said about her sister in heaven. He is feel have hope who appeared in 

himself. He sure about the thing, if the paradise is corrects. After that Ben and Katherine 

Yellin closed their eyes and their puts hand. Katherine told with Ben if there is still another 

life after death. 

 

3.1.1.1 Stop Blaming 
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In this event that is indicate stop blaming. Such as the character Jack Seller, when the event 

she is to showing characteristic of optimism in the dialogue and naration The First Phone 

Call From Heaven novel. It can be seen in the sentence, “Doesn’t matter. I was trying to 

help him. It was dumb.” He is stop blaming with the bad situation. The Jack affected by a 

blow from behind, when want to disperse the chaos. He want to help a child who was in the 

middle of the mess. Small child reminded himself to his son Robbie. Jack does not think 

about the incidents that afflict him. So that his former wife not sad, Jack said that he both 

fine. Where he is, will for keeping Dorren’s feeling, hope and himself. 

 

3.1.1.1 Willing  

In this event that is indicate willing. Such as the character Jack Seller, when the event she is 

to showing characteristic of optimism in the dialogue and naration The First Phone Call 

From Heaven novel. It can be seen in the sentence, “trying to flush his personal feelings and 

focus on the biggest logistical challenge he’d ever faced.” He is try to muffle his personal 

feelings to Tess Rasfferty. Where they are build good relationship after what they have to 

deal with all this time. Where Jck was always pays attention to Tess all the time and he want 

to take care of it. Jack left the building, trying to flush his personal feelings and focus on the 

biggest logistical challenge he had ever faced. 

 

3.2 Depiction of The Need For Keeping Hope  

3.2.1 Through Characters and Characterization  

3.2.1.1 Self – confidence Character 

The novel describes some of characters to illustrate the phenomena of the need for keeping 

hope in this novel. The need for keeping hope can be known through characterization of the 

women named Katherine Yellin has self-confidence character. The need for keeping hope 

can be seen in the character Katherine Yellin because dhe is a dominan character in the novel 

with the other characters. 

 

3.2.1.2 Hard Work Character 

The other is hard work character such as describe by Jack Seller. When the news is 

widespread, many people the coming to Coldwater, Michigan to be proved. We can see in 

dialogue the character Jack Seller is a worker. When he is trying to dissolve the 

demonstrators who makes chaos in Coldwater. The simple equipment and two his partner not 
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so much, Jack continuously trying to makes the quiet. Finally Jack a loss and he 

isunconscious exposed to blow from behind.  

 

3.2.1.3 Optimism Character 

The last is optimism characterthat described by Katherine Yellin. Katherine Yellin shows the 

optimistic character when she is after get phone call from her sister Diane. The optimistic 

character can be seen in the way Katherine Yellin tells to Pastor Warren. Where after shes 

get the telephone from her sister Diane, Katherine going to Harvest of Hope church to tells 

Pastor Warren.  Katherine pretty sure if her sister who has died that was call her. In this 

context, optimistic a feeling or belief that good things will happen in the future : a feeling or 

belief that what you hope for will happen (Merriam-Webster, 2017). From the explanation 

above, it can be seen that believe character can be a optimistic character.  

 

3.2.2 Event 

The events that described how the need for keeping hope is depicted in this novel can be 

seen through getting mysterious telephone, sharing information and clarification as follows:  

3.2.2.1 Getting Mysterious Telephone 

The first event is getting mysterious telephone, it describe the beginning of Katherine Yellin 

get the phone call from heaven story in the coldwater. from the getting myterious telephone 

events that building this story, it illistrates how the first time of Katherine Yellin getting 

myterious telephone by her sister Diane. In this context, Katherine Yellin was very surprised 

to get the mysterious phone. Where is that phoning her sister that is Diane who has died a 

year ago. In her talk, Diane said to Katherine her sister calling from heaven. After that 

Katherine going to church meets Pastor Warren to tell the mysterious telephone. 

 

3.2.2.2 Sharing Information 

The second event is sharing information, on Sunday Katherine Yellin and Coldwater citizen 

going to the church for praying. Suddenly, Katherine walk and stood before members of the 

church. She’s tell information about the phone and her sister Diane. When the news is 

widespread and telephones is common, and the proof of life in the afterlife began to lift. 

After that Coldwater become a very busy, because are packed with the immigrants from 

other cities. Where they’re also wants to prove about the phone from heaven. Knowledge of 

specific and timely events or situations: news (Reverso Dictionary, 2017).  
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3.2.2.3 Clarification 

The last event is clarification, it describes one of clarification event the phone call from 

heaven. In this context Katherine Yellin and other people elected will clarify true or not the 

phone call from heaven. When the event is very waiting for all people around the world. 

Where the clarification is an explanation or more details that makes something clear or easier 

to understand (Cambridge Dictionary, 2017).  

 

3.2.3 Imagery  

3.2.3.1 Auditory Imagery 

This novel use auditory imagery, can be seen in the word “Brrnnnng!” It’s mean the sound 

of the telephone is ringing. And the other character there is Pastor Warren, where he rapped 

his palm on the lectern. The other sound can be seen in the word” Rap, rap! “ it’s mean the 

sound of where he wants the the memberof church calm not panic. Because the mood of the 

church who previously calm became crowded after Katherine Yellin to clarification about 

the phone from heaven was. Related to the definition of imagery before, the use of imagery 

represents five senses and one of them is sense of hearing or sense of sound that refer to 

auditory imagery. 

3.2.3.2 Visual Imagery 

this novel use visual imagery, can be seen the sentence “Tess sat cross-legged on soft red 

cushions and stared out” it refers to five senses namely taste, smell, hearing or auditory, 

sight or visual, and touch (Rowan, 2014). Related to the quotation above, it refers to visual 

imagery because one of character in the novel to showed visual imagery by seen. In this 

context, Tess Rafferty sitting, her eyes looking out the window. After getting a call from her 

mother, herself-realize that was long she was not out of the house. Where the grass in home-

lots have started to high. Where Tess Raffertys hope appear after getting a call from her 

mother. 

 

 

 

3.2.4 Style  

3.2.4.1 Diction  

3.2.4.1.1 Personal belive 
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The depiction of the need for keeping hope, can be seen in the choice of word or diction. The 

author uses simple words to describe likes Father Carrol, how he actually uses simple make 

the readers feel that character is believe to God. In this context Father Carrol say “May the 

good Lord bring us strength this evening…”in front of his member of church. He took his 

member to pray together. Which means Romo Carrol and his member showed the being 

grateful to the lord. 

 

3.2.4.1.2 Heaven and Hell 

The depiction of the need for keeping hope, can be seen in the choice of word or diction. The 

author of this novel is not only using diction that related to the use of optimism, but also the 

author use religious believes for example heaven and hell. Like the character Katherine 

Yellin, she said based on the dialogue above, she is believes about a miracle. When she is 

interviewed Amy Pen. The evidence “AMY: Do you believe this is a miracle? KATHERINE: 

Of course” In this context, author give touch religious in his novel. Where the authors want 

to tell that belief is within every human. The optimistic in every people will be turned into a 

hope. One of a way through figure character Katherine Yellin where she has a sense of 

confidence in herself, there is heaven and lord was. 

 

3.2.5 Symbol  

The author of this novel use symbolism to make the reader realize that there is another 

meaning behind it. The connotation of word “The Church” in this story the church means to 

describe the church is a place for praying. They are come to the church just for pray, ask and 

forgive to the God. The hope always appear when the their praying. And symbol is  “The 

Bible”. The author try to illustrate the multiple meaning of Gospel or Bible in different 

implicit meaning based on the some characters in this story. Where they are to be optimism 

person with the existence of the bible or gospel.  

 

3.2.6 Setting  

The author wrote some places when it hopes appear in person, for example “the curch”. In 

the novel, every week Coldwater residents go to church harvest of hope to worships. The 

church is a building used for public Christian worship (Oxford Dictionary, 2017). It was 

quiet, peace in the church, suddenly changed into busy. When one of the member of church 

namely Katherine Yellin told other member of church about her sister Diane and the 

telephone from heaven. In this context, we can see the Harvest of Hope church is a place 
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when the conflict of story started. And the emergence all of hope in member of church. 

Which after hearing an acknowledgment of Katherine Yellin, the all member of church hope, 

they want to get sign same as Katherine. And the last place is “the hospital”, hospital is a 

place where people who are ill or injured are treated and taken care of by doctors and nurses 

(Cambridge Dictionary, 2017). There are many patients who lived at the hospital, one of 

them the character is Ben. Which means so many hopes that appears in the hospital. When 

each patient have hope to quickly recovered from his sickness. Like the character Ben, after 

hearing the story of Katherine Yellin about heaven, Ben feel the spirit of his life back and he 

is struggling against the pain of his so far. 

 

4. CONCLUSION  

Based on the analysis in the previous chapter, this study comes to conclusions as 

follows. Firstly, the need for keeping hope described the novels include the characteristics 

of optimism, such as accepting past event, being grateful, being good listener, forgiving, 

healthy lifestyle, positive thinking, sharing experience, smiling, stop blaming, willing. In 

this novel the author describes  almost the characters to showing some of the need for 

keep hope. There are; Dorren, Jack Seller, Sully Harding, Tess Rafferty, Ellias Rowe, 

Father Carrol, Katherine Yellin, Pasroe Warren, Terry Ulrich, The American People, 

Amy Pen, Elwood, Old Women Imigrant and Ben. For the keeping hope, the characters to 

showing characteristics of optimism in the dialogue or naration The First Phone Call 

From Heaven novel. From the ten characteristics of optimism, Most frequently in use by 

characters is a being grateful. There are six events indicative of being grateful by the 

character Ellias Rowe, Father Carrol, Katherine Yellin, Pastor Warren, Terry Ulrich and 

also the American People. They were being grateful for what their natural during a phone 

call from heaven in Coldwater, Michigan. The some characters to describing the shape of 

being grateful, by means of pray, share and other. In this context they are being grateful 

for pleasure, provision, health and kindness God gave to them. In addition characteristic 

of optimism the least used is stop blaming willing and willing. There is one event 

indicative of stop blaming and willing by the character Jack Seller.  

 

Secondly, type of the need for keeping hope depicted in the novels can be 

categorized into six type that is; character and characterization, event, imagery, style, 

symbol, and setting. According to analysis on the previous chapter the characterization 

http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/place
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/people
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/ill
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/injured
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/treat
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/care
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/doctor
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/nurse
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can be seen through self – confidence character, hard work they character, and optimism 

character that describe their personality. The questions related to their hope, the hope of 

character can be appear if their something to do. Like the characterization feature above. 

The other is important events namely getting myterious telephone, sharing information 

and clarification that is the experienced by the characters in the story. In the imagery 

there is phone call from being grateful (audiotory imagery) and visual imagery to describe 

implicit meaning using sense of sight and hearing. In the style there is diction. Diction 

have two characteristics that is personal believe, heaven and hell to describe the character 

optimism and  believes about there are any God, heaven and hell. in the symbolism there 

is chirch, bible and verse to illustrate meaning related to connotation and denotation. And 

the last is setting, in the setting there is the church and the hospital. Where the hope of 

character appear in this place. 

 

Thirdly, Mitch Albom exposed the phenomenon the need for keeping hope in his 

novels The First Phone Call From Heaven 2013. Albom said in this novel, where their 

the characters believes about heaven, God and there is life after death. Which in real life, 

we also believe about heaven, God and there is life after death. When everyday the 

characters in the novel hopes to get telephone from the people who have died. Where the 

people who have died, they are son, daugther, family or parent and friend from work. In 

this context, the author means hope is everyday the characters in the novel can still 

communication that are died. So does in the real life, everyone wants to meet or listen to a 

sound of someone dear they who has died. Depicted in the novel, they have a feeling of 

delight, happy after receiving phone call from heaven. We may not know the truth about  

phones and heaven, but we do know this: in time, answers all calls, and he answered 

mine. 
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